IIF Fraternity provides an excellent opportunity whereby the interests of the students can be represented. The Fraternity acts as a centre for interaction and dissemination of information among members who are now senior executives in their respective fields. Headed by the students this club also undertakes all activities of the institute including organising Eminent speaker lecture series, seminars, debates, cultural functions, Inter-institute management functions etc.

IIF Finance Fraternity

IIF Finance Fraternity has set up a finance fraternity to debate and discuss issues of contemporary relevance in the areas of finance and accounting in a free and frank atmosphere. The Finance Fraternity constitutes of IIF Students, Faculty, visiting Faculty and Alumni. Outsiders seriously interested in the field of finance and such contemporary issues are welcome and often invited to be a part of fraternity activities.

IIF Study Groups

IIF Study Groups help its members to make up and refurbish the knowledge gaps. Study groups encourage learning, teaching exercises amongst students in small groups.

IIF Cyber Club

IIF has set up cyber club to facilitate communication electronically with people at other institutions world wide through the internet and E-MAIL.
The high standards of education in finance, imparted at IIF, both in terms of knowledge & comprehensiveness are highly commendable. I will owe an in-depth gratitude towards IIF throughout my life, for the vital role it has played in my career.

Viney Gupta, MBF 2000

IIF has given me more than academic learning - it has given me a professional outlook and has underlined the spirit of cohesion and team work.

Sharon D'Souza, MBF 2000